
URGENT, URGENT, 
LONDON VIGIL DEMANDING JUSTICE FOR FORMER BRITISH 
ACTRESS/MODEL FRIEND OF JOHN LENNON WHOSE BRUTAL 
MURDER HAS BEEN COVERED-UP………… 

On 8 March, International Women’s Day, a vigil will take place outside the Hungarian Embassy in 
London to demand justice for my sister Eva Rhodes, a British citizen who was brutally murdered in 
Hungary in 2008. 

Please see below for details of the vigil. For further information you can reach me in Vienna  0043 1 
5357516  and after the 5th March in the UK  0207370 2518  and    e-mails : jamajlath@gmail.com  .     or 
justiceforevarhodes@gmail.com

*** Save the date ***

Demanding justice for Eva Rhodes
Vigil to call for full investigation into suspicious death of UK citizen in Hungary

On 8 March, International Women’s Day at 10:30 a.m., a vigil will be held outside the 
Hungarian Embassy in London to demand justice in the case of Eva Rhodes, a British citizen 
who suffered a brutal death  under suspicious circumstances, murdered in Hungary in 2008. 

Rhodes, 65, an ex-model and animal welfare activist who ran an animal rescue sanctuary in 
Böny, northwestern Hungary, disappeared in September 2008 and some of her remains were 
found buried nearby months later, bearing signs she suffered a brutal death. A man who 
confessed to murdering Rhodes got off lightly where evidence was suppressed after a botched 
investigation by Hungarian police and a trial that was rife with procedural flaws. Family and 
friends of Rhodes will present an open letter to Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán – 
who currently holds the EU presidency – calling for a full and impartial criminal investigation 
into Rhodes’ suspicious murder  and for those found responsible to be held accountable and 
punished to the full extent of the law.The  case have been taken up by Sir Malcolm Rifkind, 
the family`s MP. We demand that all documents of the investigation and the trial to be handed 
over  to the  British authorities without further delay.

What: Vigil for murdered UK citizen Eva Rhodes and presentation of open letter to 
Hungarian Prime Minister demanding justice in her case

Who: Family and friends of Eva Rhodes, 

When: Tuesday, 8 March 2011 (International Women’s Day)
10 :30 a.m.

Where: Embassy of Hungary to the United Kingdom, 
35 Eaton Pl., 
London SW1X 8BY

To see a website with additional information on Eva Rhodes, please visit:
http://www.csizmaskandur.com/  and Eva Rhodes trial: 'Scandalous cover-ups'
threatening to derail ...Daily Mail

For more information, please contact: 
Judith Majlath (Eva Rhodes’ sister) in Vienna:0043 1 5357516;  in  London:  0207 3702518  
e-mail:     jamajlath@gmail.com      mobile:  0043-664 73868213
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